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Abstract:-
The main challenge in an automated diagnostic system for the early diagnosis of

melanoma is the correct segmentation. In skin dermoscope images many artifacts such as
ruler markings, air bubbles and hairs must be removed to correctly diagnosis skin
cancer. This paper focuses on the use of image processing techniques to automatically
detects and removes hairs and ruler markings from dermoscopy images. The proposed
algorithm includes two main steps:  firstly, hairs and ruler marking are isolated by
generating a binary image mask include these artifacts only. The suggested mask
procedure start with separate RGB dermoscopy images to the red, green and blue color
components. Utilizing red channel to create the mask by applying noise removing on
this plan, then adaptive canny edge detector is used for refinement by morphological
operators. Secondly, the white regions of the mask are repaired based on polygons
inpainting . Experiment on a number of dermoscopy images demonstrates that the
proposed method produces superior results compared to existing techniques.
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الخالصة
یوجد صور الجلدأن التحدي الرئیسي في نظام التشخیص اآللي المبكر لسرطان الجلد ھو التجزئة الصحیحة. ففي 

قبل البدء بعملیة التجزئة إزالتھاوالتي یجب مثل عالمات المسطرة، فقاعات الھواء والشعر مكونات الزائدةالعدید من ال
تتضمن ھذه الورقة استخدام تقنیات معالجة الصور للتعرف التلقائي لھذه . سرطان الجلدصحیح لتشخیص لتحقیق

مرغوبة والتي الیر غعزل العالمات . الخوارزمیة المقترحة تتضمن خطوتین رئیسیتین: أوال إلغائھاالمكونات ومن ثم 
كالشعر و عالمات المسطرة بتولید قناع یحویھا فقط. تبدأ عمیلة تكوین القناع بعزل المركبات تنفیذ تجزئة صحیحةتعیق 

طریقة كشف الحواف المحدثة مع عملیة استخدامالضوضاء وأخیرا إزالةثم ومن فقط األحمراإلطارواستخداماللونیة 
التي األصلیةو ملئ أماكن الصور األصلیةناع المستحدث مع الصورة التشكیل. في الخطوة الثانیة یتم مطابقة القإعادة

النتائج التي أجریت لعدد من الصور المجھریة إعادة بناء األجزاء المفقودة.  تحددھا المناطق البیضاء في القناع بتقنیة
.بالمقارنة مع الطرق الواردة  في البحثالخوارزمیة المقترحةأثبتت قدرة
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1. Introduction
For Years, cancer has been one of the biggest threats to human life; it is expected to

become the leading cause of death over the next few decades. Based on statistics from the
World Health Organization (WHO) [1]; deaths caused by cancer are expected to increase in
the future, with an estimated 12 million people dying from cancer in 2030 [1]. Of all the
known cancers, skin cancer is a major concern in both developed and developing countries
over the past 40 years, and its incidence has increased in recent years.  Melanoma is expected
to result in over 65,000 deaths in 2013 [2], but the survival rate is quite high if the cancer is
detected early. Hence, the early detection of malignant skin lesions is critical to preventing
death[3][4].

Dermoscopy has become important technique in early diagnosis of melanoma. In this
technique, oil is applied on skin surface where lesion is present and polarized light is made
incident on skin. Then image is acquired with digital camera attached to dermatoscope. This
process reveals the morphological structures which are present in deeper layer of skin[3].

When image acquisition is done using dermatoscope, some artifacts are introduced in
image. In some of the cases, dermatoscope is provided with ruler markings for measurement
of diameter of lesion. The air bubbles and hair in image can affect the accuracy of
segmentation process and further diagnosis of skin cancer. So these artifacts must be removed
from dermoscopic images[4].

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the different image processing
techniques used for removing various artifacts in dermoscopic image. Section 3 gives details
of the proposed hair detection and removing techniques used for artifact removal from
dermoscopy images. In section 4, Experimental Results are provided for detection and
repairing used methods. Then paper is concluded with discussion in section 5.

2. Literature Survey
Various researches have been pursued in hair detection and remove for a number of years

and still the area is being explored. Hair occlusion can cause segmentation algorithms to
perform badly due to confusion between hair and mole borders. Hence, the removal of hair is
an important pre-processing step in such systems.

The most popular hair detection method is DullRazor [5]. DullRazor applies a grayscale
morphological closing operation with a linear structuring element to detect dark hair. The
algorithm consists of three basic steps: Identifying the dark hair locations by morphological
closing operation, replacing the hair pixels by bilinear interpolation, and smoothing the final
result by adaptive median filter. The goal of DullRazor’s method is removing dark thick hairs,
thus it cannot remove light colored or thin hairs [3].

K. Kiani  and A. R. Sharafat suggest an improved of DullRazor algorithm first detect the
predominant orientation of hairs in the image by using Radon transform, followed by filtering
the image by Prewitt filters using the orientation of existing hairs. Their proposed scheme has
the advantage of removing bubbles, as mentioned in[6].

Schmid saugeon et al. used a similar approach but the morphological closing operator is
applied to the three components of the LUV color space. The accuracy of the proposed
method was not reported in this research and it has similar applicability limitations as
DullRazor[7].

Zhou et al. implemented automatic hair and ruler marking detection using curvilinear
structure analysis and performed explicit curve fitting to increase the robustness of their
detection algorithm. Finally, the artifact pixels were replaced by a feature guided exemplar-
based inpainting method. This algorithm is applicable to dark hair only[8].
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In the literature on hair removal, a few papres used the morphological closing operator to
enhance hair and applied a statistical threshold to detect the hair regions utilized the concept
of non-linear-PDE based diffusion [9][10].

Abbas et al. proposed novel hair detection and repairing algorithm. Hairs are detected by a
derivative of Gaussian method and subsequently enhanced by a morphological technique
which are inpainted by a fast marching method[11].

M. Toossi et al., the proposed algorithm includes two steps: firstly, morphological
operators segment light and dark hairs and ruler marking through adaptive canny edge
detector and refinement. Secondly, the hairs are repaired based on multi-resolution coherence
transport inpainting using a wavelet based structure[3].

P. R. Mahajan and A. J. Vyavahare enhance a contrast limited applying adaptive histogram
equalization (CLAHE) approach that improves the contrast between skin and lesion. Also two
hair removal methods based on morphological closing and top hat transformation combined
with bicubic interpolation has been implemented[4].

This article, presents an algorithm to segment both dark and light colored hairs with any
thickness and ruler marking, and remove them from dermoscopy images.

3. The proposed algorithm
The proposed hair removal algorithm consists of two steps: (1) Artifact detection with the

use of adaptive canny edge detector and refinement by morphological operators and (2) Hair
repair by inpainting technique.

1- Artifact Detection from Dermoscopy Images
The database images are obtained from different sources,

so the images size is non-standard and the preprocessing was
firstly done as illustrated in the flow chart that is shown in
Figure 1.

Firstly, resize all images to have same size (512×512)
pixels. Then most dermoscopy images often contain black
corners, which  also must  be removed because they might
interfere with the subsequent border detection steps. In order to
determine the darkness of a pixel with (R, G, and B)
coordinates, the lightness component is utilized[12]:

L= ( , , ) ( , , ) … … . (1)
In particular, a pixel is considered black if its lightness

value is < 20 in equation (1). Using this criterion, the image is
scanned row-by-row starting from the top. A particular row is
labeled as part of the black frame if it contains 60% black
pixels. The top-to-bottom scan terminates when a row that
contains less than the threshold percentage of pixels is
encountered. The same scanning procedure is repeated for the
other three main directions.

After preprocessing steps, due to the simplicity computation

Input Dermoscopy
image (I)

Start

Noise Removing

Edge Detection

Morphology

Hair Repair

Preprocessing

Split RGB -R

End

Conform(I:Mask)
ge with

Figure 1: Flow Chart of
the Proposed Algorithm
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of singal channel compared with three RGB channels. Each RGB image is often converted to
a scalar image using one of the following methods:

 Retaining only the red channel (lesions are often more prominent in this channel).
 Applying the luminance transformation, i.e.= 0.299 + 0.587 + 0.114 . . … . . (2)
 Applying the Principal Component Analysis[3] and retaining the channel with the

highest variance.

Associating chromophores absorbance with the spectral responses of conventional RGB
cameras, the image intensity in red channel is (~650nm), while those equal to (~550nm),
(~450nm) of the green and blue channels. So utilizing only red channel of RGB image to
separate the hairs and rulers from the dermoscope images [13].

For noise removing, a 3×3 pixels wiener filter was used. The wiener mask size is very
small compared with the size of the images to preserve the edges in the image.

After filtering, an improved canny edge detection method is used for detecting the
boundaries of hairs [3], [14]. The traditional canny edge detector gets the high threshold from
the gradient cumulative histogram, therefore when the noise density increases, some noise
pixels may be calculated as edge points. Rosenfeld et al. proposed an image threshold
segmentation method based on histogram concavity analysis; therefore, this method is used to
select the dual threshold [3]. The method is based on obtaining the convex hull of the gradient
magnitude histogram and analyzing the concavities of convex hull. When the convex hull is
calculated, the deepest concavity points become candidates as high threshold (Th) for canny
operator and the low threshold is equal 0.5 × Th.

The boundaries of hairs are detected by adaptive canny edge detection and the hairs are
segmented by applying the morphological dilation operator on the edge-detected image. That
is performed by laying the structuring element on the image and sliding it across the image in
a manner similar to convolution. It can be noticed that segmented image contained
misclassified pixels, which may be related to lesion pigment network or skin lines. The length
of many unwanted segmented objects is usually less than the length of normal hairs.
Considering the fact that hairs are thin and long, special labeling and morphological
operations are utilized to detect them. Lines structuring elements oriented in different
directions perform morphological opening. Eventually, to obtain smooth hair lines, dilation
and filling operators are applied to the hair mask. By removing unwanted objects from hair
mask, hair and ruler mask result is obtained as illustrated in Figure 2 for different cases.

2- Artifact Repair
The effect of artifacts on diagnosis analysis can be reduced by replacing them with patches

which are similar to the neighboring pixels. Image inpainting is used for removing and
repairing unnecessary elements such as hairs and ruler marks from images. M. Toossi et al.
proposed fast image inpainting based on wavelet structure.   It combines the simple coherence
transport inpainting with a wavelet decomposition/reconstruction method in an iterative and
multi-resolution structure[3][15].

In this paper, after the artifact binary mask was extracted by a previous procedure, a simple
image inpainting technique is performed to removing unwanted objects from the original
dermoscopy image by diffusing the pixel information from the neighbourhood pixels. The
image is separated into two images, the real Dermoscopy image and mask images, the area to
be inpainted is marked with white pixel in the binary mask. When the inpainted region are
selected, the real image  is painted with skin neighboring color pixels using concave polygon
edge with the fence are identified. A single pixel in each region is chosen and inside-outside
tests are carried on it. If the test returns interior, the pixel is colored. Otherwise, the pixel
remains uncolored[16]. This method is easier and more effective than the method polygons.
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Images Proposed Mask Ref[3] Mask

(a) (b) (c)
Figure  2: a ) Original dermoscopic image with rulers markings and hairs

b) Proposed binary Hair, air bubbles and rulers mask obtain
c) Artifacts binary mask in Ref[3]
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A fence location is usually considered passing through any polygon vertex for simplicity. A
bounding rectangle for the polygon is constructed. The regions bounded by the present in the
previous work, as it is not depend on the automatic threshold value and the thickness of hair
strands.

4. Experimental Results
The proposed method was tested on a set of 80 dermoscopy images acquired from atlases

of dermoscopy http://www2.fc.up.pt/addi and http://www.dermoscopic.blogspot.com . These
images obtained from different sources  and stored in the RGB color format with dimensions
ranging from 689×554 pixels to 768×560 pixels. Manual hair segmentation given by
dermatologist is used as ground truth for the performance evaluation. The proposed method
was developed in MATLAB version R2013a (8.1.0.604).

4.1 Objective Result of The Proposed Detection Method
To estimate the accuracy of the proposed artifact detect algorithm and to quantify the

automatic hair detection error, quantitative evaluations were performed using three statistical
metrics: True Detection Rate (TDR), False Positive Rate (FPR), and Diagnostic Accuracy
(DA).

TDR measures the rate of pixels which were classified as hair by both the automatic
algorithm and the medical expert, and FPR measures the rate of pixels which were classified
as hair by the automatic segmentation and were not classified as hair by the medical expert.
These metrics are calculated as follows:

( ) = + × 100% … … . . (3)( ) = + × 100% … … . . (4)( ) = + + × 100% … … . . (5)
Where TP, FP, and FN stand for the number of true positive, false positive, and false

negative, respectively. These metrics are computed to compare the proposed hair detection
algorithm with the DullRazor hair removal software[17], the hairs are repaired based on
multi-resolution coherence transport inpainting[3].

The quantitative results of the proposed algorithm, DullRazor software, multi-resolution
coherence software and  bicubic interpolation are presented in Table 1. It can be noticed that
the proposed algorithm achieves high DA of 90.7% (TDR = 96.1% and FPR = 1%), whereas
others methods achieves less quality.

Table 1: Comparison of the hair detection algorithms
Artifact Detection Method DA(%) TDR(%) FPR(%)
The Proposed algorithm 90.7 96.1 1
Multi-Resolution[3] 88.3 93.2 4
DullRazor[17] 48.6 70.2 33.4

4.2 Subjective Result of the Proposed Hair Repaired Method
The performance of the proposed polygon edge in painting method is presented in Figure

3. As showing in figure, the database of images including wide variety of cases that is include
label, hairs, air bubbles and rulers marking. The results indicate that the proposed algorithm is
highly accurate and able to detect and inpaint all these arifacts pixels with few errors.
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Images Proposed Artifact Removal

(a) (b)
Figure  3: a) Original dermoscopic images with ruler, air

bubbles, Lable and hairs
b) Artifact removal image
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4.3 Segmentation After Artifact Removal
To evaluate skin lesion segmentation, the manual segmentations are carried out on the

original images by some dermatologists. Then, images that their containing hairs are detected
and repaired by the proposed algorithm are segmented automatically using the region-based
active contour method[18]. The percentage of segmentation error is calculated by comparing
the results of manual and automatic segmentations using the following equation[3]:

= ( )( ) × 100% … … (6)
where AS and MS are the binary images obtained by automatic and manual

segmentation, respectively, and is the logic exclusive-OR operation. Table 2 shows the
segmentation error on the images before and after hair removal. It can be seen that the
segmentation error is effectively reduced after hair removal. Specially, skin lesion
segmentation after the proposed hair detection and hair-repairing algorithm has minimum
error with respect to other cases.

Table 2.The Results of Segmentation after and before artifact removal algorithm.
Artifact Detection Method Artifact Repairing Method Segmentation Error(%)

None None 16.26
DullRazor DullRazor 12.11

[11] Coherence transport 10.74
[3] multi-resolution coherence transport 9.9

The Proposed polygons 8.6

5. Conclusion
This paper presents artifact removal from dermoscopic images which are useful for early

diagnosis of melanoma. The automatic hair, label, air bubble and ruler marking detection
and removing scheme are achieved in the proposed algorithm. After the artifact pixels are
selected from white region in binary mask, replace them using polygon-based inpainting
procedure. This algorithm was tested on a data set of 80 dermscopy images and the results are
promising; it is fastest due to operate in red channel only and it is simplest approaches in
comparison to existing techniques.
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